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sCreened HAlo Model
“Screening” mechanisms: 
The fifth force should act only on large scales and it should be hidden on small scales

Vainshtein mechanim

Chameleon mechanism

Effective Mass 

Higher order Kinetic interaction

Symmetryon mechanism

Symmetry transition in environment



Phenomenologically, MG effect shows as a scale 
dependent Newton constant

screening scale

GR LimitNewtonian Limit



[Lucas Lombriser 1608.00522]

Unified Parametrisation



Where we stand for 
testing GR with LSS? 



SDSS

~10% uncertainty



N-body simulation of MG is too much expensive: hundreds of CPU, several weeks run

For ONE model, ONE cosmology





Is there another way 
beside N-body?

FASTER but LESS ACCURITE

For P(K):



Halo Model

[Cooray & Sheth astro-ph/0206508v1]

discretise the continuous matter distribution into halo (bounded state) 

Pm (k) ~ P2halo(k)+ P1halo(k)



Halo formation—Spherical Collapse

expand with background decouple from background expansion

turn around  
point (max radius)
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assuming initially, shell is co-moving

ε = − 1
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!r = Hr
One can prove that, in EdS universe,  

for arbitrary over density regime, it will always collapse!  
early collapse ~ higher density; later collapse ~ lower density

R

ρ

Step-1:



Halo formation—Spherical Collapse

expand with background decouple from background expansion

R

ρ

linear evolution non-linear

linear grow in MD δm ~ a

δ Lin (col) ~ 1.68 LCDM

δ Lin (col) >1.68

δ Lin (col) <1.68

gravity enhanced

gravity suppressed

Geff >GN

Geff <GN

collapsed



Poisson 

k2 >> µ2a2

µ−1 Compton wavelength

below Compton wavelength

k2 << µ2a2 above Compton wavelength

Geff is enhanced by a factor 1/3

Restore LCDM limit
| fR0 |~

µ−1

H0
−1

Compton scale

Compton Wavelength Scale



Chameleon Mechanism
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screening 
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thick shell thin shell

φ(r > R*) ~
δR
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δR
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Ψ

The 5th force is screened in the high density regime!

Scalar charge is only 
distributed on the 

surface!

V.S.
gravity charge (mass) 
is distributed in the 

whole volume!

ξM
Charge

R2

R3

Screening Scale



Critical density threshold in f(R) gravity

We think DM halo is stable formed at this point

NON-LINEAR density at this point approaches singular at this point, 
               is NOT GOOD indicator of halo!δ non−linear

LINEAR density at this point      is regular, hence a GOOD proxy!δ c

δ lin > δ c δ lin < δ cformed! not yet!



UP to now, we answered how a single spherical halo form.
Next question, how the halo distributed in the large scales? 

smoothed density field on scale RW

cloud-in-cloud problem

δ c

halo

peak-background split



spherical
f (R)

Spherical
ΛCDM

Ellipsodial
ΛCDM

[Zhang & Hui, astro-ph/0508384v1]

[Zhang & Hui, astro-ph/0508384v1]

f (S)dS :  probability of first up-crossing @S

P(δ ,S)dδ :  probability of cross btw    and          , 

without cross     before S.

δ δ + dδ
δ c

conservation:

Scale dependent threshold
Step-2:

large scale
�

2
R =< �

2
linear(~x,R) >



δ sc
LCDM ⇒δ sc

MG

[Sheth, Mo, Tormen, 1999]Ellipsoidal Collapse

Ansatz:



Halo Mass Function

~20%!

[Sheth-Tormen, 1999]
Step-3:



Linear Halo bias δm = (1+ b) iδ h

Halo mass function gives the mean number density in the range of (M ~ M + dM )n(M )

halos

In denser regime,       is easier to reach δ c

δ c
eff ~ δ c −δ 0

n(m,δ c
eff ) ~ n(m,δ c )−

∂n
∂δ c

iδ 0 + i i i bLδ 0 =
n(m,δ c

eff )
n(m,δ c )

−1= ∂logn
∂δ c

iδ 0

1~10%!

Step-4:



Halo concentration

Halo density profile 
(NFW profile)

Fourier  

transform
y(k,M )

cv =
r
rs

cv(Mv ) = 9
M*

Mv

0.13

σ (M*) = δ c

~10%!

Step-5:

Virial  Mass



Matter Power spectrum

klinear ~ 0.1[h iMpc
−1]

10 times data  
can be used!

Step-6:



• For the non-linear perturbation, halo model could give a reasonable estimation  
of the non-linear P(k) up to k~1 [h/Mpc] for Hu-Sawicki f(R) F4/F5 model.

Thanks!
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Spherical 
CollapseGe↵(r)
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Ellipsoidal 
Collapse

Excursion Set

P(k) = P1h(k) + P2h(k)


